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From New York Times bestselling author Jana DeLeon, the second book in the Shaye Archer thriller
series. Street kids are disappearing, but how do you report that to the police when, from their
standpoint, the missing people didnâ€™t exist to begin with? Hustle is certain that something bad
has happened to his friend Jinx, and the only person he can turn to for help is private investigator
Shaye Archer. Because Hustle helped the young PI while she was investigating her first case,
Shaye has already formed an opinion as to his character and believes heâ€™s telling the truth. As
she digs deeper into Jinxâ€™s disappearance, she discovers that Hustleâ€™s friend isnâ€™t the
only one missing. As a frightening pattern emerges, Shaye wonders if she can find the missing
kidsâ€¦before itâ€™s too late.
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Where do I even start!?!I'm siting here, mouth hanging open, sweaty palms and a racing heart. I
simply LOVE a good thriller. That being said, I've read my share of good thrillers, but there are few I

would call AMAZING. Jana DeLeon is a wonderful writer with a wild and fantastic imagination. This,
however, is terrifying because...This stuff really happens! Truth, combined with mad writing skills
equals one HELL of a read.Not only are you holding your breath, saying omg omg omg right out
loud but, you're falling in love and bonding with each character.I literally could NOT put this book
down. Yet, as I came to a finish, I wished I'd read just a little slower. I can not wait for book 3.Buy
the book, go find a quiet nook to hide away in, grab a cup of coffee and get ready for a non stop
thrill ride that you won't soon forget.P.S. keep your lights on and lock those doors. It's about to get
"Sinister".Jennifer Longdail

I am currently reading the third book from the series and I'm seriously hooked.I had trouble dropping
the first one, I read it all in one breath.The story is very intriguing, the pace is fast, the story can be a
little bit predictable at times but it is very rare.All in all, this was a first class mystery thriller.The book
is very well written and the language is surprisingly clean - I was expecting some mature language
for this kind of book but there was none.I would definitely recommend!In the first book of the series,
we are introduced to the main characters and their life stories while they are solving a crime.We get
a glimpse of the main character's disturbing and mysterious past.In the second book, the main
characters are solving a new crime and we get a few more insights of Shaye's past.The third book
will finally reveal what happened to young Shaye and solve this 9 year old mystery.

Child abduction is horrible. This book gives you two kinds. The one you might expect and a very
different kind. Be ready to stay up until you're done. This book will keep you on edge.

Well, it's hard to find a starting point for Ms. DeLeon. She is a multifaceted and extremely talented
writer. She can keep you in stitches laughing, or on the edge of your seat in stark terror, not many
authors can do both equally well. I have read many of her books and am never disappointed that I
spend time, or money, on her works. I love mysteries, but have found that my mind races to the end
with a conclusion long before it happens. This is not the case with the Shaye Archer Series. So far,
she has not failed to surprise me with a superb and totally unexpected ending.I'm just starting the
third book in the series and recommend the first two wholeheartedly.Thank you, Jana, for once
again making a rainy day not seem so dreary.

Things are definitely sinister in New Orleans! Street kids disappearing - and who do you tell? They
don't even "exist"... Hustle helped Shaye in the past and she knows she can trust and believe him,

so when he comes to her for help, his friend, Jinx, has disappeared, she knows that something bad
has happened - and that there's not much time to find the truth. With help from her Detective friend,
who's case is very similar to hers, Shaye starts investigating what is happening. Shaye is also still
trying to find out about her missing first years. Does this case have anything to do with what
happened to her? In this race against the clock - and the bad guys - Deleon will have your heart
pounding, sitting on the edge of your seat, and unable to put this book down!

Jana Deleon is one of my favorite authors and she knocks it out of the ballpark with this second
installment in the Shaye Archer series. This series is a mystery within a mystery. Shaye teams up
with Hustle and Jackson from the first book to investigate missing street teens. Without giving
anything away I will say that I enjoyed (for lack of a better word), learning more about the reason
behind these kids going missing. Shaye also finds another piece of the puzzle in solving her own
mystery. She is one of the most complex characters I've ever read and I'm enjoying her mystery as
much (if not more) then the case she is trying to solve for her client. An added bonus is Corrine and
Eleonore. I want to hang out with these two. They made me laugh out loud. I so enjoy their banter. I
was pleased to find out that there will be a third story.

Hustle brings Shaye a pro-bono case, locate and rescue Jinx. We are throw into the world of
runaways and their kidnapping/ hunting for gruesome pleasure by Clancy and his brother. With
great detective work, the quick witted survivors, Spider and Jinx narrowly escape with their lives
from the Bayou.Great characters and gravity-defying, interwoven plots were created by Ms.
DeLeon! Shaye' s history maybe soon uncovered. 9/22/16.

This is a fantastic follow up to DeLeon's first - and very good - book in the series. The evil Shaye is
rooting out is one of the worst kind out there - one that is abducting street kids.It's a ride full of
anguish for the young victims, but with hope, too. And it's a very satisfying read.Ms. DeLeon writes
the very humorous - and also good - Mudbug series and Miss Fortune series. This one is entirely
different, darker. But just as wonderfully written. I highly recommend it.
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